about the excited molecules in photochemistry from another side.(3)It gives the informations of a temporary negative-ion complex.The temporary negative-ion complex has been investigated so far by electron transmission spectroscopy and the mass spectrometric measurement of a negative-ion product.The
1.Introduction
The purpose of this experimental method is to investigate about excited species and the primary process of formation under electron impact.In the excitation of a molecule by low energy electron impact the following two types of the excitation process may occur in addition to the ordinary singlet-singlet excitation by light absorption:(1)A singlet-triplet excitation which is resulted via the electron exchange in the inelastic scattering between an incident electron and a molecular electron.(2)A resonant excitation which is caused by an in elastic scattering in the formation of a tem porary negative-ion complex.
These excitation processes can be dis tinguished from each other to a certain degree on the basis of the features of the excitation functions.As seen above,the study on these problems may have the following meaning: (1) It gives some informations about the phenome non in electron impact and contributes funda mental knowledges to mass spectrometry. (2) It provides a method to study on the excited triplet state of molecules and such processes in which the triplet state plays an important role.This also supplements the informations method used in the present study also gives another method to study the temporary negativeion complex.(4)The study closely relates with a primary process in radiation chemistry,in an electric discharge,and further in an electric discharge laser. A cross sectional view of the electron gun,the collision chamber,and the Faraday cup. C;oxide cathode, H;heater for oxide cathode(6.3V,600mA),R;repeller plate,S1;aperture with3mm diameter,S2,aperture with3mm diameter for both acceleration and differential pumping ,S3;aperture with 4mm diameter and equipotential to S2and S4,S4;aperture with3mm diameter,F;Faraday cup with a gold plate at the bottom,N;nozzle with1mm diameter and10mm length,L;leads,M;mirror,S;solenoid coils for collimation of electron beam,T;cylindrical liquid-nitrogen trap. 
2.Experimental

3.Results
3.1Carbon Disulfide
In the present section two emission states involved in the emission spectra of340-650nm region are examined in more detail under electron impact.And the primary processes of their formation under electron impact are discussed from the excitation functions in the region of2-18eV. • 450 nm • 375 nm CS2 5 50nm The excitation functions shown in Fig.8 have three narrow peaks in the region3-12eV.
The energy differences among these three peaks Process (1)is a singlet-triplet excitation of CS2 by an electron-exchange inelastic scattering and process(2)is a spontaneous emission of CS2* These excitation processes give.a broader peak in the excitation function compared to that for a resonant excitation. (2, 5) i (1,7) .. 1111\......
• (1)and (2):3.3nm. Summary of Nitrogen Oxides-The excited species observed in the electron impact of the three nitrogen oxides are summarized in Table   3 .These were ascertained to be formed prima 
